










International Hydrographic Organization: History and Constitution
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International Hydrographic Organization
Organisation Hydrographique Internationale
The magic circle to trigger new technology through hydrographic knowledge
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The first sea charts by 1300 in the Mediterranean
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Such charts, named 
portolano, represent the 
coast lines including the 
names of the coastal 
villages and harbours. 
The beam concentration 
placed into the water area 
are called rumb lines. Ship 
shall reach the harbour of 
destination if they proceed 
into their direction.




The treaty of Tordesillas brought maritime knowledge into political effect
1494:
Portugal and Spain 
split the world 
along the longitude 
46° 37' West
(370 Spanish 
Leguas /ca. 1770 
km west of Cape 
Verde Islands)
between their two 
nations.
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Modern hydrography requires international cooperation
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“The General Bathymetric Chart of the Oceans project – GEBCO –
born by initiative of Prince Albert 1er of Monaco in 1899 
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International cooperation in standardisation under IHO umbrella
1982 
First issue of the
international standard
for Chart portrayal
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First version of a vector 
chart system 
(Disk Nav, 1986)
Modern integrated Bridge 
(SAM Vertsilä 2017)
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Global Coverage of electronic navigational charts in IHO Standard 
Format 
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3D underwater terrain model on display
Under keel clearance based on modelled tidal information as 3D 
visualization
Augmented Reality: 
3D underwater terrain model
superimposed to the real world environment




The IHO S-100 Standards Aquarium




Basics of data chain standardizations
Need Activity examples
Give marine data an identity Associate to the Unified Resource Naming system: Maritime Resource name <http://www.mrnregistry.org/
Give marine data a nature IHO Guideline on Metadata definition for crowd sourced data
Give marine data a quality
Revision process for IHO Standards for Hydrographic Surveys 
(S-44) to adopt quality criteria for the widest range of use of 
survey data (not limited to navigation)  
Give various marine data 
a consistent model
S-100 Universal Hydrographic Data Model according to ISO 
19000 series




Marine data box standardizations
Need Activity  examples
Give marine data modeler’s the 
option to continuously improve and 
share their modelling
IHO Registry consisting of machine readable registers of 
Features, Attributes, Symbols, portrayal rules
Give marine data boxes individuality Support customized machine readable data product specifications (S-1xx à S-4xx)
Give boxed marine data a face Machine readable portrayal for basic symbols and coded visualization rules
Enable integration of marine data 
coming in different S-XXX data boxes
Set up machine readable interoperability specifications 
to control visualization and referencing of entities




Creation, dissemination and use standardizations
Need Activity  examples
Create data sets (semi) automatically
Handle big data. Process automatic classification, failure 
detection, generalization and modelling.
Give data sets a common accessible 
place
Maritime Connectivity Platform MCD – former Maritime 
Cloud – an e-navigation concept
Forward data sets to the user (at sea)
Provision of data streaming: high bandwidth solutions 
(INMARSAT, VSAT) and low bandwidth solutions (VDES)
Combine interoperable data sets to 
constitute “the all the physics of the 
seas” composite.
Use the versatility of maritime data sets in autonomous
acting applications such as AUV and ASV




The IHO S-100 Standards Factory
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Back to start: Crowd sourcing of depth information through SeaBed2030
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• Ultimate objective 
Leave no features of the world ocean 
floor larger than 100 metres
unmapped 
• Three pillars 
1. Compile unreleased data
2. Create maps and make them 
available to public
3. Identify and fill in gaps, development 
of new technology
The hydrographic challenge of the 21st Century
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SEABED 2030: Nippon Foundation funds an GEBCO X-Prize team
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https://youtu.be/Vhx7NCSEpe4
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Bringing hydrographic information into (political) effect
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… and that´s it. Thank you for listening and 
fruitful discussion.
“And seas but join the regions they divide”
Alexander Pope (English poet, 1688 – 1744)
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